Abstract. A sensitivity theory based on Fr6chet derivatives is presented that has both theoretical and computational advantages. Theoretical results such as a generalization of Van Loan's work on the matrix exponential are easily obtained: matrix functions are least sensitive at normal matrices. Computationally, the central problem is to estimate the norm of the Fr6chet derivative, since this is equal to the function's condition number. Two norm-estimation procedures are given; the first is based on a finite-difference approximation of the Fr6chet derivative and costs only two extra function evaluations. The second method was developed specifically for the exponential and logarithmic functions; it is based on a trapezoidal approximation scheme suggested by the chain rule for the identity e x (eX/2")2". This results in an infinite sequence of coupled Sylvester equations that, when truncated, is uniquely suited to the "scaling and squaring" procedure for e x or the "inverse scaling and squaring" procedure for log X.
where we assume that > 0 and IJX + 6 < r, so that F(X + Z) is well defined. We shall use the Frobenius matrix norm (1.4) MII = 2 M, throughout the paper unless explicitly noted otherwise, since this norm has nice properties vis-a-vis the Kronecker matrix product.
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The condition number K(F, X) of F at X is determined by the Fr6chet derivative ofF at X: we say that a linear mapping L" PP --P is the Fr6chet derivative ofF at X (see [2] , [12] ) if for all Z in (1. 5) lim F(X/Z)-F(X)_L(Z) =0. [31] (1.6) L(Z The main problem with this approach is that evaluating L(Z) directly may rather dieult. For example, in the ease of the matrix exponentiM, it is not at MI clear how we should go about evaluating the inteM representation in (1.6). In 3, we consider the problem of foxing L(Z) for both the exponenti and logarithmic matrix functions.
For the exponenti problem, L(Z) can accurately appromated by using a communal trapezoid approximation in (1.7); this approach can be eeiently implemented during the ung phe ofthe "seng and ung" meth ofevMuafing .Tsiation th sealing and squaring is quite natural because the trapezoid approximation can derived from the chain le for the identity e x (eXit")". For the logarithmic problem, a similar approximation can be done during the ue root phase ofthe "inve=e seMing and squaring" method of evaluating log X.
We the nsifity estimation produres can ey ineoted into smnd packages, such as MATEXP by Ward 32 
where the absolute convergence of the series justifies the rearrangement of the terms in (2.1). From (2.1), and (1.5),
The discussion in the previous section has shown that the condition number (1.3) satisfies IIz z,x)ll 
Otherwise, if tz 4: X, then Y , t" kXk X. #.) / t) and n%o a,X , by considering the limiting behavior of the finite-difference operator DF(Z,X, =-
as i --} 0 +. We conclude this section with similar results on the behavior ofF with respect to large (i.e., nondifferential)perturbations, and our goal will be to bound K(F,X) in (1.3). 
The right-hand side of (2.12 
Proof. The fight-hand side inequality of (2.15 is simply a restatement of (2.14) in Lemma 2.6. To prove the left-hand side inequality in (2.15), let Z -= eel r where e (1, 0, 0) r and set Z (1 e)Z X/6 where e is chosen so that ][Z [24] , [32 ] . In this method, X is scaled by a power of two, say 2", so that e x-E is easily evaluated by using, for example, a Pad approximation. The result is then squared n times: e x (eXit') .D uring the squaring phase, we have available to us sequentially the computed values of the matrices exz', e x'-' ..., ex, and ex. This raises the possibility of evaluating the trapezoid approximant, L,,(Z, X), for a given matrix Z, during the computation of ex. This would not be practical if we implemented (3.2) directly, but fortunately there is an equivalent formulation for L,,(Z, X) that is much easier to evaluate and only requires the matrices e xz"-as they become available. Let As an example, if I e x/== -1.05211Z( ", X)II. To obtain bounds on the exponential condition number L(., X)II, we now return to the problem of how well Ln( ", X) approximates L(., X). THEOREM 3.6. Let to2 to1/( to1) for to and to1 as in Corollary 3.5. Assume that n is large enough so that to, to1, and to2 are less than one. Then for any Z'xp, Proof. Use standard norm arguments and Theorem 3.6 for the proof,
As an example, if I-e x/2 --< $, then 0.95011Z(-, X)II -< Z(., X)II --< [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , so the sensitivity estimate via (3.3), (3.4) is about 1.9 times as expensive as evaluating e x when n 6, which was the average value of n for the examples we considered.
We also implemented the inverse trapezoid approximation (3.6), (3.7) to estimate the condition of the logarithm, subject to the scaling condition [11- QT/2Q r, where T /2 is found by a simple linear recursion involving the entries of T and the square roots of the main diagonal entries of T (including the 2 2 blocks corresponding to the complex conjugate eigenvalues of T; see [22 ] ). Moreover, the jth square root satisfies A /2J QT,/2JQr, which means that the Schur decomposition need only be done once in the process of generating A /2n. This is important because the Schur decomposition of a matrix of order p requires about 8ff .59 (see [20] ).
The inverse scaling and squaring procedure for evaluating the logarithm ofa matrix takes about 11 + n/6 matrix multiplications, whereas the first cycle ofthe power method of estimating the condition number L-' (., X)II takes about 2 + 13 / 6n matrix multiplications. Thus the condition estimate takes about 1.2 times the effort needed to evaluate the logarithm when n 6.
We have also implemented the "finite-difference" power method for the exponential and logarithmic functions. Given Zo define I'o ---(F(X + Zo) F(X))/6, W0 if'0/II 1011, and Z, -(F(X r + iWo) F(Xr))/i. Then IIz, provides a condition estimate of F at X, at a cost of two function evaluations beyond F(X), when we use the fact that F(Xr) (F(X)) r.
A common problem, for both the trapezoid and finite-difference approximation methods, is the choice of the initial matrix Z0. The complex nature of both methods makes it difficult to use "look-ahead" procedures such as those described in 8 and 6 ]. 
